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We welcome the opportunity to comment on the consultation document on the 
regulation of indices. From the working document we read that the EU Commission is 
considering to propose a Regulation of the production and use of indices severing as 
benchmarks in financial and other contracts. While we support the approach to define 
certain procedures in this respect, we are, however, not convinced that it needs a new 
regulation to address this issue; at least not for the commodity section. 

As an energy company that is active in the energy market predominantly to hedge and 
optimise our physical assets (i.e. power stations, gas storage capacities), relevant 
indices play an important role for us as an user of such benchmarks. Probably the 
most commonly used benchmark indices are those published by regulated markets 
such as the European Energy Exchange AG. For these indices that are based on trade 
data based on supply and demand in liquid markets, we do not see any need for 
regulatory intervention; particularly as the rules for the formation of these indices are 
publicly available (e.g. in the respective exchange rules). 

Referring to less mature and illiquid markets, indices serve as an important 
instrument to provide a significant indication on the commodity’s real value (i.e. 
serving as an indication for the price discovery function that is usually done through 
liquid market places such a exchanges).  

Considering that these indices are often formed and published by private companies 
(”index provider”) such as “Argus”, “McCloskey” and “Platts”, it is important to stress 
that in order to be able to serve this role (i.e. reliable benchmark index), we believe 
that there is a need for an increased transparency regarding the calculation of these 
indices. Specifically, this means that the calculation criteria are made public to the 
market participants. As these indices are often compiled through expert judgments 
(particularly in the absence of reliable trade data) there should be clear guidelines 
from the index providers to ensure a standard valuation.  

Furthermore, these requirements should also be applicable to such indices that are 
regularly published by official institutions (public entities, public organisations), such 
as the “VIK-electricity price index”, “deStatis”, “BaFA-Index” or “AG Energiebilanzen”.  

As market participants often use these as a benchmarks, these indices need also 
follow clear standard guidelines in respect of their calculation and the respective 
criteria applied. Furthermore we see a need for increased transparency regarding the 
involved contributors. 
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In any case it is essential that the formation of indices is reproducible for market 
participants using these benchmarks. Only then they are sufficiently reliable and can 
finally support market participants to properly value products based on these indices.  

Establishing improved transparency rules following clear guidelines can already be 
considered as a key step for the compilation and publication of indices in commodity 
markets (e.g. energy markets). As mentioned before, we do, however, not see the 
need to set up an extensive regulatory framework through an EU Regulation as we 
fear that such a regulatory approach could make the entire process overly complex. 
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